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Numerical simulations of fully developed turbulent channel flow at three Reynolds numbers up to
Ret5590 are reported. It is noted that the higher Reynolds number simulations exhibit fewer low
Reynolds number effects than previous simulations at Ret5180. A comprehensive set of statistics
gathered from the simulations is available on the web at http://www.tam.uiuc.edu/Faculty/Moser/
channel. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S1070-6631~99!02204-7#

modes ~the resolution! was selected so that the energy spectra would be sufficiently small at large wave numbers. The
simulation parameters for the three cases are given in Table I
in units of channel half-width ~d! and in 1 units (Ret5d1
5dut /n). Note also that in all three cases there are 13 or
more Chebychev grid points below y 1 510.
The original KMM channel calculation at Ret5180 was
at such a low Reynolds number that several of the expected
features of moderate to high Reynolds number wall-bounded
flows were not present. However, the higher Reynolds number cases, particularly Ret5590, have significantly fewer
low-Reynolds number effects. For example, the Ret5180
simulation has a very short log layer, if it exists at all. But, as
shown in Fig. 1, the mean profiles of the Ret5395 and Ret
5590 cases agree out to y 1 '200, in an apparent log law.
Furthermore, the Ret5180 profile does not agree with the
higher Re cases beyond y 1 510. The apparent log law in the
Ret5180 case has a larger intercept than in the higher Reynolds number flows. This is also a low-Reynolds number
effect, which has been previously noted in experimental
measurements of channel flows.
The variation of the mean profiles with Reynolds number is more apparent in Fig. 2~a!, in which g 5y 1 du 1 /dy 1
is plotted. In a log layer, this quantity will be constant with
value 1/k. With this more sensitive measure, it is clear that
the mean profiles for Ret5395 and Ret5590 agree for y 1
<70, suggesting that the high Re law of the wall profile has
been attained in this region. For Ret5590, g varies linearly
from y 1 '80 to y 1 '220, with values of 1/g ~equivalent k!
varying from 0.45 to 0.33. Despite appearances to the contrary in Fig. 1, this is not a log region. Except for the wiggles
in the g profile, which we attribute to a marginal statistical
sample, it appears that the Ret5395 case also has a linearly
varying g for y 1 .80, though with a different slope. We can
only speculate as to whether, with increasing Re, the slope of
the g curve will reduce to zero in this region. The lack of a
true log law in these cases is consistent with the analysis of

Over the past 15 years, direct numerical simulation
~DNS! has been a valuable tool for the investigation of wallbounded turbulent flows. A variety of studies of such simulations have yielded insights into both the statistical and
structural characteristics of wall-bounded turbulence.1–4 One
of the simplest wall-bounded turbulent flows to simulate is
the flow in a plane channel, which was simulated by Kim,
Moin, and Moser5 ~referred to as KMM henceforth!, and
which has been simulated by many others since.6–8 However,
most of these simulations have been at a single low Reynolds
number, Ret5utd/n5180 (u t and d are the friction velocity
and channel half-width, respectively!, for which significant
low Reynolds number effects are expected. One exception is
the simulation of Papavassiliou9 at Ret5300.
As a continuation of the work of KMM, two higher Reynolds number channel simulations have been performed, one
at Ret'395 and the other at Ret'590, and new simulations
of the KMM Ret'180 case were conducted. Selected data
from these simulations have been used in studies by several
authors.3,4,10,11 However, the data has not been generally
available. Our purpose in this Brief Communication is to
document these new cases and make the statistical data from
them available.
Numerical simulations of all three cases were performed
using a variant of the DNS channel code of KMM.5 The
numerical method uses a Chebychev-tau formulation in the
wall–normal direction ~y! and a Fourier representation in the
horizontal directions. Unlike the simulations in KMM, a
low-storage third-order Runga–Kutta time discretization is
used for the nonlinear terms.12 Periodic boundary conditions
are applied in the streamwise ~x! and spanwise ~z! directions,
and the pressure gradient that drives the flow was adjusted
dynamically to maintain a constant mass flux through the
channel. The periodic domain sizes were selected so that the
two-point correlations in the streamwise and spanwise directions would be essentially zero at maximum separation ~half
the domain size!, while the number of Fourier/Chebychev
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TABLE I. Simulation parameters for the three channel direct numerical
simulations. Here Dy 1
c is the y resolution in the center of the channel.
Ret
Nom.

Ret
Actual

Lx

Lz

N x 3N y 3N z

Dx 1

Dz 1

Dy 1
c

180
395
590

178.13
392.24
587.19

4 pd
2pd
2pd

4
3pd

12831293128
25631933192
38432573384

17.7
10.0
9.7

5.9
6.5
4.8

4.4
6.5
7.2

pd
pd

George et al.,11 who suggest that a log profile is not expected
for y 1 ,300 or y/ d .0.1 (y 1 .59 for Ret5590).
While a log law is expected in a high-Reynolds number
turbulent channel according to the classical theory of
Millikan,13 a more recent analysis by George and his
colleagues14,11 and by Barenblatt et al.15 have suggested that
the overlap region between inner and outer scalings in wallbounded turbulence may yield a power law, rather than a log
law. Actually, there is some controversy since George and
co-workers predict a power law for a boundary layer but a
log law for a channel, while Barenblatt et al. get a power law
in both cases. To determine if a power law is a better fit to
the simulation data, the quantity b 5(y 1 /u 1 )(du 1 /dy 1 ) is
plotted in Fig. 2~b!. If u 1 behaves like u 1 5A(y 1 ) n in some
region, then b will have a constant value of n in that region.
Over the same region that g increases linearly for Ret
5590, b also increases approximately linearly, though somewhat more slowly. Thus the mean profiles do not exactly
obey a power law either.
Another expected property of a high-Reynolds number
channel flow is that the production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy will be approximately balanced in the log
region. To examine this, the ratio of production to dissipation
is plotted in Fig. 3. At Ret5590 this ratio is approximately
one over a range of y 1 (70<y 1 <250), but the ratio is actually slowly increasing over this range. Note that the Ret
5395 profile agrees with the higher Re profile ~except for
statistical wiggles! for y 1 <200, suggesting that this is representative of the high Reynolds number limit in this region.
Again, based on the current data, we cannot say whether for
larger Re a broad plateau with value one would exist.
A third Reynolds number effect in wall-bounded turbulence is in the rms velocity profiles (u 8 , v 8 , and w 8 ). These
are plotted in wall units in Fig. 4~a! for the three Reynolds
numbers discussed here. In agreement with the observations

FIG. 1. The mean velocity profile in wall units.

FIG. 2. Diagnostic quantities for a log law ~g, lower curves! and a power
law ~b, upper curves!. Here g 5y 1 du 1 /dy 1 is constant with value 1/k in a
log law and b 5(y 1 /u 1 )(du 1 /dy 1 ) is constant with value n in a power
law, where n is the exponent in the relation U 1 5A(y 1 ) n .

of Spalart,16 the peak value of the u 8 profile is Reynolds
number dependent at these low Reynolds numbers, with the
peak varying from 2.65 at Ret5180 to 2.77 at Ret5590.
There are even larger variations in the other components.
Note that the peak in the u 8 profile occurs at y 1 514, which
is well within the region for which the high-Reynolds number limit appears to have been reached as determined from
the data discussed above, at least for the 395 and 590 cases.
Apparently, the rms velocities are more sensitive to Reynolds number effects than these other quantities. In fact, even
the wall-limiting behavior of the rms profiles varies among
our different Reynolds numbers. For example, the limiting
value at the wall of u 8 1 /y 1 50.405, 0.396, and 0.363 for
Ret5590, 395, and 180, respectively. Not surprisingly, the
near-wall rms vorticity fluctuations exhibit similar Reynolds
number dependence, as is shown in Fig. 5. Remarkably,
however, the wall–normal rms vorticity v 8y 1 collapses for
all three Reynolds numbers. Near the wall, v y is dominated
by the presence of the streaks through the term ] u/ ] z. The
invariance of v 8y 1 with Reynolds number is thus consistent
with the invariance of the streak spacing in wall units.
Of course, far from the wall, the rms velocity profiles
should scale with outer variables, rather than wall variables.
The same rms profiles plotted using u t and d scalings are

FIG. 3. The ratio of production ~P! to dissipation ~e! of turbulent kinetic
energy.
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The results above suggest that the high Re channel flow
simulation discussed here is at sufficiently large Reynolds
number to be free of the most obvious low-Reynolds number
effects. Furthermore, the three simulations taken together
give a good indication of the Reynolds number effects over
the range 180<Ret<590. Thus, the results of these simulations are fertile ground for a detailed investigation of the
statistical properties of wall-bounded turbulence. To facilitate such investigations, many statistical quantities have been
evaluated from the three simulation cases discussed here.
These data are available as ASCII files on the web at http://
www.tam.uiuc.edu/Faculty/Moser/channel. The data include
mean, Reynolds stress, skewness, and flatness profiles, terms
in the Reynolds stress transport equations, spectra and twopoint correlations, and velocity and pressure probability density functions. In addition, other quantities will be made
available at this site as they are extracted from the simulations.
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FIG. 4. Rms velocity profiles in ~a! wall coordinates and ~b! global coordinates. Profiles for three Reynolds numbers are shown: Ret5590, 395, and
180. The peak rms velocities generally increase with Reynolds number.

shown in Fig. 4~b!. The collapse of the u 8 profiles beyond
y/ d 50.4 is remarkably good, with the two high Reynolds
number cases agreeing for y/ d .0.2; thus the u 8 profiles
appear to collapse to their high Re outer-layer limit for y 1
.80. Furthermore, in this outer region, the u 8 profile depends linearly on y/ d until y/ d '0.85. The collapse of the v 8
and w 8 profiles in the outer region is not as spectacular, but
it does appear that the two higher Re cases are nearly the
same for y/ d .0.2 and they appear also to vary linearly over
a significant range.

FIG. 5. Rms vorticity profiles in wall coordinates. Profiles for three Reynolds numbers are shown: Ret5590, 395, and 180. The rms vorticities generally increase with Reynolds number.
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